Group Meeting Notes

TEI Group: College of Education
Date/Time/Location: Wyoming Hall, 5/25/2017
Members in Attendance: Leslie Rush, Cindy Brock, Craig Shepherd, John Hansen, Jan Segerstrom
Support in Attendance: David Yanoski

Information Reviewed: Reviewed initial reaction to proposal from Coordinating Council
Reviewed initial information about University of Northern Iowa visit

Discussion: Discussed need for a more comprehensive evaluation plan built into the proposal. The group agreed to start working on this prior to receiving feedback from the Coordinating council. Brainstorming on RQs, data collection, and measures was begun.

The group agreed that adding a request for a Graduate Assistant to the proposal would make the evaluation stronger. The GA would be primarily responsible for program evaluation activities during the 3-year pilot. Year one would be the development of the eval plan and measures.

The group also discussed re-contacting the three schools already interviewed to ask them if they collected any evaluation data that could help to boost the research base for the program.

The group asked for more information from Jan about UNI. Jan agreed to do a more formal presentation at the next meeting.

Leslie discussed ideas for changing the student teaching structure. Is this best done in house, or through TEI. IF the work can be done in house, what pieces of the structural change could run through TEI?

Votes/Actions: None

Deadlines / Tasks / Responsibilities: Craig, Leslie and Cindy will start on the evaluation plan
David will resend links to the google doc and add a section for the eval plan.
Jan will prepare a presentation for the next meeting about UNI
Jan will recontact schools to ask about eval data.

Next Meeting Details: June 13, 9 am, ZOOM only
June 26, time TBD